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Is there any option to replace the text inside a part of a flash file? I'm
working on a project where we have a mountain of templates that we
need to replace in order to use them. The templates have static text

(such as a badge name) that we would need to insert into many points
in the.swf. I can't find an option or anything in the preferences to
either delete or duplicate the text inside a part of the flash file.

#FlashPages# Is this compatible with a Chinese ROM? I bought a retro
N73 on ebay for the 1st time in my life. The N73 has been produced by

Chinese in Shenzhen. I'd like to know if this is compatible with a
Chinese ROM so that I could have the opportunity to try it out. If

anyone can shed some light on this. #FlashPages# I have a path-to-PC-
program and another path-to-PC-ROM but I really don't have any idea
what to do now. I have removed them both from the system and still
the program cannot find them. I also tried to reinstall and it made no

difference. Now I have no clue what to do. I have been trying to fix this
problem for days and can only get so far. Any help would be

appreciated! #FlashPages# Is there any way to replace the Flash auto
text with a text that is set using textObjects? So that I don't need to

have a copy of auto-generated text in every part of the file that has to
have it. #FlashPages# Hi, I've upgraded to the new auto text engine

and am seeing that all of my text is red tagged. I've attached an image
of what this looks like. I've tried to export the text as a swf but it

doesn't work. It just gives me a file with the.fla extension. If there is
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any fix please let me know. #FlashPages# 5ec8ef588b
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